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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a matrix to be a product of an 
EP, matrix by an EP, matrix. It is shown that a given square matrix is a product of 
more than two EP matrices of specified ranks (and hence nullities) if and only if its 
rank is less than or equal to the minimum of the given ranks and its nullity is less than 
or equal to the sum of the given nullities. It is also shown that given two EP matrices, 
the rank of their product is independent of the order of the factors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix whose column space is the same as that of its adjoint (i.e., its 
transpose or its conjugate transpose, depending on context) is called an EP 
matrix [l, p, 87; 2, p. 571. An EP matrix of rank r is called an EP, matrix. In 
[2, p. 76, Sec. 5, (2)] the question is asked, “When can a [square] matrix of 
rank r be expressed as a product of EP, matrices?” This question is partially 
answered for the usual complex case in [l, Sec. 51. The same question is 
completely answered for the general context in the present paper (namely, 
“always”; see Corollary 2.4), and in fact the following more general question 
is answered (in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.1): Given an integer m > 2 and 
integers rl, r,, . . . ,r,, all non-negative, when can a matrix be expressed as a 
product S,S, . * . S,,, with Si an EP, matrix for every i? In the process of 
answering this question we prove a result, Lemma 1, of indpendent interest 
about products of two EP matrices. 
All considerations in this paper, unless otherwise specified, are carried 
out over an arbitrary field F in the context developed in [2, p. 57, Subset. 4 
of Sec. 21: thus X denotes an arbitrary automorphism of F of order less than 
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or equal to 2, X( a 1 written usually as ii, and for a matrix A over F the ) ‘s 
transpose of A is denoted by A*. In this context the following three 
statements are equivalent [2, Theorem l.l’, p. 571: 
(1) S is an EP matrix; 
(2) S and S* have the same column space; 
(3) S and S* have the same nullspace. 
Also it is clear that S is an EP matrix if it is a direct sum of EP matrices, if it 
is nonsingular, if S* = S, or if C* SC is an EP matrix for some nonsingular C. 
It will be convenient to introduce some more notation at this point. 
Denote by <!, (n), or just %, when n is understood, the set of all n X rr 
matrices (over F) of rank r, and by 6 ??,(n), or 6 ?P,, the set of all EP 
matrices in %, (rr). For sets @ , Ofi of n X n matrices denote by @ %I their 
set product 
@ ?I? ={AI?:AEB and BE%), 
and shorten Q Q to W’, etc. We shall be interested in such sets as 
6 <?‘, S G?38, ?JR, :%, L?Rt, etc. 
In the usual complex case (where F is the complex field and h has order 
2) and in the usual real case (where F is the real field and h is the identity 
automorphism), 6 G?r c 6 V?:$$, i.e., every EP, matrix is a product of two EP, 
matrices. (This follows easily from, e.g., [l, Lemma 2, p. 911 and its real 
analog.) However, in general 6 VP, e 6 ‘?)‘9, as is shown by the following two 
2 X 2 examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. In the “less usual complex case” (where F is the complex 
field and h is the identity automorphism of F), let 
A=[ f _;I=[ i][l i], 
where i2= - 1. Here A* = A has rank 1, so A E 6 ‘?i. It will follow from 
Corollary 1.5 that A e 6 G?:, since A’= 0. However, an ad hoc proof can be 
based on the indicated factorization of A and corresponding factorizations of 
all matrices in G (??i (which here is just the set of all complex symmetric 
2x2 matrices of rank 1): 
A=[ :]rl il=[;]P hl[ i]P dl 
= @+W[ ;]p dl 
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would (if UC + hd #O) imply a : b = 1: i = c : d, which in turn would imply 
ac + bd = 0, a clear contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 2. When F has characteristic 2, let 
A=[; ;]=i:]rl I]. 
Here again A ’ =0 and A E 6 Gi’,, but A $Z 6 <Pq by Corollary 1.5 or an 
argument like that above for Example 1. 
The above examples and discussion, concerning the possible inclusion of 
:G $?r in I ??p, are the only results in this paper that depend on the nature 
of the pair (F,h). We mentioned them mainly to indicate the need for 
caution, but the rest of our discussions will be valid for arbitrary (F, A). 
2. LEMMAS 
Our first lemma is of independent interest; it asserts that the rank of a 
product of two EP matrices does not depend on the order of the factors. (A 
special case of this is proved in [l, Lemma 4, p. 941.) Note that Lemma 1 
relates to previously published results, e.g., [2, Theorem 1.4, p. 571. 
LEMMA 1. lf S and T are EP matrices, then rankST= rankTS. 
Proof. Because S is an EP matrix, STX=O iff S*TX =O, so rankST 
= rank S* T. Similarly, rank TS = rank T* S. But T* S = (S* T)*, so rank T* S 
= rank S* T. Therefore rank ST= rank TS. n 
The next result gives a partly canonical form (sufficient for present 
purposes) for the “*-congruence” relation (S and T are *-congruent iff 
T = C* SC for some nonsingular C) that is valid for all choices of the pair 
(F, A). 
LEMMA 2. Let S be an n x n matrix of rank r. Then there are matrices 
C, T, V such that C is n X n nonsingular, T is rX r nonsingular, V is 
(n-r)Xr, and 
c*sc= ; 0” , 
[ 1 
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Proof. Since S has r linearly independent columns, there is a permuta- 
tion matrix P such that SP= [S, S,,, where S, is n X r of (column-)rank r. Thus 
P* SP= [P* S, P* S,] = [S, S,], where S, = P* S, and hence S, is also n X r of 
rank r. Since r = rank S = rank[Sa S,], the columns of S, span the column 
space of [S, S,], so S, = S,C, for some r X (n - r) matrix Cr. Thus 
[: -7js SJ[: -:I=[ _& ;][s, OI=[S, 01 
is * -congruent to S for some n x r matrix S,, and so S, also has rank r. (Note 
that the partitioning in the above matrix multiplication is not fully conform- 
able, but is sufficiently conformable to infer the indicated result. Throughout 
this paper we usually partition only to the extent necessary, but the dimen- 
sions of the various blocks are always specified or are clear from context.) 
Partition S, as 
s,= I1 ) I i Vl 
where V, is (n - r) X r, say of rank k, and T, is r X r. (If k =0 here, then 
rank Tr = rank S, = r and the proof is complete, so we may as well assume 
k > 0.) There are nonsingular matrices P, and Qr, of respective orders r and 
n - r, such that Qf VIP, = Ik @O, where Ik is the k X k identity matrix. Let 
V= Qt VIP,, and let T2= [T3 TJ = P: TIP,, where T3 is r X k and T4 is 
r X (r - k). Then [S, 0] and hence S are *-congruent to 
Clearly T, must have rank r - k, so there is an r X k matrix T, such that the 
rxr matrix [T, T4] = T has rank r, i.e., is nonsingular. Thus S is *-congruent 
to 
1, l-s-T3 
0 Ik 
0 0 
T, T4 0 
= 'k 0 0 
0 0 0 
as was to be shown. 
0 
0 
I n-r-k 
0 
7 
4 0 
T; - T; Ik 0 
0 o In-r-k 
=TO 
[ 1 v 0’
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The well known fact, mentioned earlier, that each set 6 $7, is invariant 
under * -congruence, leads to corresponding kinds of invariance for the sets 
& Yr G 939 and 6 $Pr & 9, 6 ?Pt, as detailed in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.(a) & ?pr & ?ss is similurity invariant, i.e., A E 6; :? ts Yps r I’ 
implies C-‘AC E 6 (9, 6 (” Js for all nonsingular n X n matrices C. (b) 
8 9, G $?s G 9’t is *- congruence invariant, i.e., A E 6; ?pr 6; ??s & ~3, im- 
plies C*AC E 6 ‘9, I V?, G 9t for all nonsingular n X n matrices C. 
Proof. (a) If REI ??37, SE6 ?Ps, and CE%,, then C-lRC-‘*E 
6 $?,, and C*SCE 6 yJ’,, so C-‘(RS)C=(C-‘RC-‘*)(C*SC)E 6 ‘?? 6 ??,. 
(b) If RE& ??,, SEI VP,, TE& ?pt, and CE:?“, then C*RC&& ‘i?,, 
C-‘SC-‘*E 6 6js, and C*TCE 6; ‘!?,, so C*(RST)C=(C*RC)(C-‘SC-‘*) 
(c*Tc) E & 9, 6 $Ps G GPt. n 
We state two more lemmas here for convenient reference, but omit the 
proofs. The first of these expresses the well known fact (and its converse) 
that the rank of the product is less than or equal to the minimum rank of the 
factors and the nullity of the product is less than or equal to the sum of the 
nullities of the factors. 
LEMMA 4. Let n and m be integers, n,m > 1, let rl, rz,. . I, r,,, be integers 
less than or equal to n, and let A be an n X n matrix. Then AE 
?X,, :X, + . . 9TL, iff 
min{r,,..., r,}>rankA>r,+... + r, - (m - 1)n. 
The proof of the following lemma is also a routine exercise in linear 
algebra (e.g., by use of quotient spaces). 
LEMMA 5. Let Y be a finite-dimensional vector space and % a 
subspace of ?r‘, and let A be a lineur mapping of ?’ (into a vector space 
% ). Then 
dim AT-dim A% <dim ‘J--dim %. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Our first theorem characterizes the set G ‘ZPv, G ??s for every r,s (and n). 
It says that a rank k matrix is in & 9,. & 9s if and only if, in addition to 
being in ~Tz+ nt,, it has no more than r+ s -2k nonlinear elementary 
divisors at 0. 
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THEOREM 1. Let n, r, s, k he integers > 0 such that n > r and n 2 S, and 
let A be an n X n matrix of rank k. Then A E 6 ‘?, 6 9, iff 
min{r,s} > k> r+s-n and rankA2>3k-r-s. 
Proof. 
“Only if”: Let A E & 9, 6 Ts, i.e., let A = RS, where R is EP, and S is 
EP,. Then AE%,~%+, so min{r,s}>rankA=k>r+s-n by Lemma 4. 
To show that rankA’> 3k- r- s, denote by ?; the space of n X 1 matrices 
and recall that rank SR = rank RS = k by Lemma I, so 
k-rankA’=rankA-rankA’=dim AT-dim A2qC 
=[dimR(ST)-dimR(SR??]+[dimA(R’li?-dimA(RSCI’)] 
<[dimST-dimSR‘Y]+[dimRv-dimRS?-] 
=(s-k)+(r-k)=r+s-2k, 
the inequality coming from two applications of Lemma 5 because S ?* 
_>SRY andRY>RS7i. 
“If”: Let min{r,s} > k > r+ s- n and rankA > 3k- r- s. Now, the 
ranks of A and A2 are similarity invariant, as is 6 $?3r & <?s by Lemma 3 (a), 
so, since A is similar to the direct sum of a nonsingular matrix B and a 
nilpotent matrix N, we may assume A itself = B @ N. We may further 
assume N is in, say lower triangular, Jordan canonical form: 
where J,,, denotes the m X m lower triangular nilpotent Jordan block and all 
the integers mi, . . . , rnp are > 2. (Of course Ji = 0.) Then k = rankA = n - p - 
q, and p<r+s-2k because k-p=(rankA)-p=rankA2>3k-r-s. De- 
note by E,, F,, G,,, the m X m matrices having only 1 on, respectively, the 
(main) antidiagonal, the first sub-antidiagonal, and the first super- 
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antidiagonal, and having only 0 elsewhere: 
0 
! ... 
1 
E,= 
1 0 
I’&= . . 
1 . 
0 0 
263 
1 0 
Clearly Em, F,,,, G,,, are EP matrices and E,,,G,,, = J,,, = F,,,E,,, for every integer 
m > 1. (Of course, E, = 1 and F, = G, = J, = 0.) Thus, given any integers g, h, 
t satisfying 0 < g- 1 < p and 0 < h - 1 < t Q q, the n X n matrices R, S 
defined by the conformable direct sums 
are EP matrices and satisfy RS = A. The proof will be completed by showing 
that such g, h, t can be chosen so that rankR = r and rankS= s. Using 
n-p-q=k, we find 
rankR=n-p+(g-l)-t+(h-1)-(4--t) 
=n-p-q+(g-l)+(h-l)=k+(g-l)+(h-1), 
rankS=n-(g-l)-(h-l)-(q-t), 
so we must pick 
(g-l)+(h-l)=r-kk, 
q-t=n-(r-k)-s, t=q-n+(r-k)+s, 
so t Q q because k > r + s - n. We consider two cases. 
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Cu.se 1: k+p<s. Here let g-1=0. Then h-l=r-k, so O=g-l< p 
andO<r-k=h-l<.s-(k+p)+(r-k)=tbecause -(k+p)=y-n. 
Case 2: k+p>s. Here let g-l=k+p-s=n-q-s. Then h-l=r- 
k-(g-l)=r-k-(n-y-s)=t, so O<g-l=k+p-s< p and h-l=t 
=r-k-(k+p-s)>O(becausep<r+s-2k). n 
COROLLARY 1.2. u%r+s_-n c & ?Pr & ?pS if r Q n and s < n. In particu- 
lar, 9R, = 6 ??, S D?,, = & ‘:Pr 5X,, , i.e., every rank r matrix is the product of 
an EP, matrix and a nonsingular matrix. 
Proof. (If r+ s- n <O, then %,+,_, is empty.) Put k= r+ s- n (in 
Theorem l), and let A E !R,. Then r> k, s> k, and A2EiRk ?JIZk, so by 
Lemma 4 we have rankA2>2k-n=3k-(k+n)=3k-(r+s). Thus AE 
6 ‘??$, & 9, by Theorem 1. This proves ‘%,+,_, c & 9,6 ??, (if r< n and 
s < n), Putting s = n here gives -?JR, c 6 ?Yr E ‘:‘, , and obviously 6 L:?3r 6 v?~ 
c L9R,. W 
REMARK. Corollary 1.2 strengthens a previously published result [2, 
Corollary 2 of Theorem 1.1, p, 541, since it says that every square matrix is a 
product of two EP matrices, one of which can be taken nonsingular. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let n, r, s be non-negative integers such that n > r and 
n > s, and let A be an n X n matrix such that runkA = rankA2, i.e., such that 
A has no nonlinear elementary divisors at 0. Then A E 6 Y?, 6 G?S iff 
AE~%,~~,, i.e., iffmin{r,s}>rankA>r+s-n. 
The next corollary specializes the theorem to the case r = s and hence 
characterizes & ??f, the set of products of two EP, matrices. 
COROLLARY 1.4. An n x n matrix of rank k is a product of two EP, 
matrices iff it has no more than 2(r- k) nonlinear elementary divisors at 0 
andn>r>kb2r-n. 
Finally, we characterize the set of those rank r matrices which are 
products of two EP, matrices. 
COROLLARY 1.5. An n x n matrix of rank r is a product of two EP, 
matrices iff all its elementary divisors at 0 are linear. 
The next result says that there are no more restrictions _on a product of 
three EP matrices of specified ranks than those imposed by the ranks of the 
factors. 
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THEOREM 2. Let n, r, s, t, k be non-negative integers with n 
> max{ r, s, t}, and let A be an n x n matrix of rank k. Then the following 
three statements are equivalent: 
(1) A E b Y’, c3 Y, b Y, ; 
(2) A E %L, ‘?l-L, :?lLt ; 
(3) min{r,s,t} > k> r+s+ t-2n. 
Proof. (l)=+(2) is obvious, and (2)q(3) follows from Lemma 4. To prove 
(3)=+(l), suppose (3) holds. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: k > s + t - n. Since the rank of A is invariant under *- 
congruence, as is G 9, 5 ‘9s 6 Yt by Lemma 3 (b), we may assume by 
Lemma 2 that 
with T a k x k nonsingular matrix and V an (n - k) X k matrix. Let W 
= VT-‘, B= T@O,_,, Q=Z,_,@O,_,, and 
R= ‘k 
[ 
W* 
1 W WW*+Q ’ 
Then R is clearly * -congruent to Zk @ Q = Z, @O, _ r and hence is an n X n EP, 
matrix, and B E & Ty, & 9, by Corollary 1.3 because rankB” = rankB = k 
>s+t-n.ThusA=RBE&~?r~(~s~;?,. 
Cuse2:s+t-n>k>r+s+t-2n.Herewemay(byapplyingLemma2 
to A* and changing notation appropriately) assume 
with G a k X n matrix of rank k. Then there is an (s + t - n - k) X n matrix H 
such that the n x n matrix 
has rank s + t - n. Let 
6 9s & 9t by Corollary 
so AE & 9, & ??s & Tt. 
G 
B= 0 1 IH 
R = Z,@O,_,. Then clearly R E & ‘:yr, and B E 
1.2. Finally, RB = A because r + (s + t - n - k) Q n, 
W 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let n and m he integers with n b 1 and m b 3, let rlr 
rz,, . , , r,,, he non-negative integers less thun or equal to n, and let A be an 
n X n matrix. Then the following three stutements are equivalent: 
(1) AE &Y’J?I&L:? . ..5+ 
(2) A E a%,l “in,. “. *%, ; ‘m ’
(3) min{r,,r,,..., r,}>rankA>r,+ra+... +r,-(n-1)n. 
Proof. (l)=+(2) is obvious, and (2)e(3) is from Lemma 4. We prove 
(2)*(l) by ’ d t’ m UC ran on m for m > 3. Our induction assertion is (for 
nonnegative integers rl,. . . , r,,,, all less than or equal to n) 
which is true by Theorem 2 for m = 3, so suppose that it holds for some given 
m>3 and that rr, rz,...,rmfl are nonnegative integers less than or equal to 
n. Then 
the three inclusions coming respectively from our induction assertion, 6 ?PS 
c 9R, for s=r,,_r and s=r,,,, and Theorem 2. This concludes the proof of 
the induction step. n 
The next result combines Corollary 1.2 with a special case of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let m and n be integers with m > 2, let rl,. , . ,r, be 
non-negative integers less than or equal to n, and let k= r1 + . . . + r,,, - 
(m- 1)n. Then 9Rk C G GPTIG “$r2. . . F 9,. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If n, m, r are integers with n > r b 0 and m > 3, then 
CJR;=GT:, i.e., every matrix that is a product of m n X n matrices of rank 
r is a product of m EP, matrices. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If n, m, r ure integers with n > r b 0 and m b 3, then 
CR c&?P . I- r , z.e., every n x n matrix of mnk r is a product of m EP, 
matrices. 
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Proof By Lemma 4 we have ‘%+, c %T for m > 1, and by Corollary 
2.3 we have ‘!nZ,y = & 9: for m > 3. n 
REMARK.& comparing Corollary 2.4 with [l, Theorem 7’, p. 1011, one is 
led to wonder if (in the usual complex case) every n X n matrix of rank r is 
unitarily similar to a P, matrix [l, p. 1001. This is easy to prove if n =2, but 
seems much more difficult to prove (or disprove) for n > 3. If it were true for 
all n, then the solution [l, Theorem 7’, p. 1011 would coincide with our 
solution, Corollary 2.4 above, in the usual complex case (but would probably 
be harder to prove by that method); however, in that case another result [l, 
Theorem 8, p. 1021 would reduce to a triviality. 
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